Exhibit BS01

Manchester City Council
Statement of Witness
Statement of:

Mikolaj Czechanowski

Age of Witness:

Over 18

Occupation:

Licensing and Out of Hours Officer

This statement consists of 5 pages each signed by me, is true to the best of
my knowledge and belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in
evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully stated in it anything
which I know to be false or do not believe to be true.

I am employed by Manchester City Council as a Neighbourhood Compliance
Officer in Licensing and Out Of Hours Team (LOOH). Parts of my duties include
the enforcement of Licensing Act 2003 in relation to the offence of undermining the
Licensing Objectives and breach of conditions attached to Premises Licence.
On the 18 July 2020 (Saturday) I visited Mahiki premises located at 1 Central Street,
Manchester, M2 5WR alongside PC Christine McIntosh from Greater Manchester
Police Licensing Unit and Chris, Police officer from volunteering Specials Unit. We
arrived at the premises at 21:40 and upon entering we spoke to manager on duty
and person in charge of the venue who introduced herself as Michelle.
PC McIntosh informed MicTQXXQ `TM` `TQ \a^\[_Q [R `TQ [RRUOQ^g_ bU_U` cM_ `[ O[XXQO`
the CCTV footage requested by Ben Spencer (LOOH Neighbourhood Compliance
Officer) on Tuesday (14 July 2020) and to speak to the Designated Premises
Supervisor (DPS).
Michelle responded that Gabriel left while ago and that she will try to call him to
check if he is going to return soon.
I then asked Michelle if, as the person in charge of the premises, she could operate
`TQ 55FH OMYQ^Mg_ _e_`QY MZP ^QO[^P `TQ R[[`MSQ R[^ a_( ;ZU`UMXXe ?UOTQXXQ MPbised
that Gabriel should be back tonight so we could speak to him about it. I then
repeated the question again, she confirmed that she was not trained on use of the
CCTV system.
We deemed this to be a first breach of the Condition 4 in Annex 2 stipulating:
^/R] TIVWSR PIJX MR GLEVKI SJ XLI TVIQMWIW WLEPP FI XVEMRIH MR XLI YWI SJ ER] WYGL
11@A IUYMTQIRX_
Michelle then called Gabriel who confirmed that he is 5 minutes away.

Signed:

Date: 15th August 2020
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Occupation:

Licensing and Out of Hours Officer

Gabriel arrived at 21:43. PC Christine McIntosh introduced officers present and
informed him that they would like to collect the CCTV footage requested by Ben
Spencer on Tuesday. Gabriel promptly responded that this was not a problem and
led officers to the back office. Upon entering he informed us that the reason why the
CCTV was not yet recorded for Ben Spencer was caused by not having the
password to the system. He then demonstrated to PC McIntosh that the CCTV is in
working order and began recording the footage onto a USB stick. He disclosed that
the system is very slow due to the data size and advised that it will take
approximately 3 hours to download.
I then asked Gabriel where Ahmed Fathalla was tonight. Gabriel looked unsure what
I am asking for so I repeated the question. Gabriel responded that he did not know
who this person is. I then asked if he has ever met him before. Gabriel responded:
No.
PC Christine McIntosh asked who the current DPS of the premises is. Gabriel replied
that he is. PC Christine McIntosh asked if he ever signed the DPS declaration form
to become the DPS. Gabriel informed that he has done it when he started working
for the company back in January 2020.
To verify this information I called the LOOH office, spoke to Mitchell McPherson (my
line manager) and asked if he could check the records for any pending DPS Transfer
Applications for Mahiki. Mitchell McPherson advised that he could not see any.
When I hung up I advised PC McIntosh accordingly.
PC McIntosh asked Gabriel to see their full Premises Licence. Their version of the
licence still had Ahmed Fathalla listed as the DPS. She then asked Gabriel to keep
recording the CCTV footage onto the drive and we will wait outside.
At 22:00 whilst officers stood outside Mahiki male arrived and introduced himself as
Adam Karim (owner of the business) PC Christine McIntosh explained the issues
with CCTV and the request that was made on Tuesday, referring him to Condition 2
in Annex 2:
^>IGSVHIH 11@A MQEKIW WLEPP FI QEMRXEMRIH ERH WXSVIH JSV E TIVMSH SJ XLMVX]-one
days and shall be produced to the Police or Licensing /YXLSVMX] YTSR VIUYIWX'_
She then asked if he thinks 5 days is a reasonable time frame to provide the CCTV
footage to officers following a clear request.

Signed:

Date: 15th August 2020
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Licensing and Out of Hours Officer

Mr Karim understood and admitted that this should have been provided much sooner
but password to the CCTV system was changed and they could not access it. I then
asked Mr. Karim if Ahmed Fathalla is still involved with management of Mahiki. Mr.
Karim advised that he is looking after two other premises on Deansgate. I explained
to Mr. Karim that role of the DPS is that he or she should be actively involved in day
to day management of the premises. I also added that Gabriel confirmed to us that
he does not know who Ahmed Fathalla is and never met him before, which is
concerning given that Gabriel started working in January.
Mr. Karim advised that he also thought that Gabriel was the DPS of Mahiki. I advised
Adam Karim that this clearly suggests that neither himself nor Gabriel have regard to
the Premises Licence and furthermore not even read the licence to realise that
Ahmed Fathalla is still appointed as the DPS, not to mention conditions that area
attached to it. Mr. Karim then advised that "nobody reads the licences anymore". I
responded that this statement itself is very concerning.
PC Christine McIntosh then explained the role and responsibilities of the DPS and
asked Mr Karim if there is a Letter of Authority at the premises? Adam confirmed that
the letter is hung on the wall by the entrance. We then proceeded into the premises
to check on the CCTV progress and verify some other conditions on the premises
licence.
I noticed the Letter of Authority with Kuits logo was displayed on the wall by the rear
P[[^( 9MN^UQXg_ ZMYQ cM_ XU_`QP M_ `TQ 6BE [R `TQ \^QYU_Q_ cU`T _`MRR _USZM`a^Q_
underneath. There were no names printed by the signatures so it was impossible to
determine the staff identity or if they are still employed at the premises. This
document was not signed nor dated by Gabriel.
PC Christine McIntosh asked Gabriel to see the Licensing Act 2003 staff training
records as per Condition 9 and Condition 35 in Annex 2 of their Premises Licence:
^?XEJJ WLEPP FI XVEMRIH MR XLI VIUYMVIQIRXW SJ XLI 9MGIRWMRK /GX *((+ [MXL VIKEVH XS
the Licensing Objectives. Staff shall be trained in the laws relating to under age sales
and the sale of alcohol to intoxicated persons; identification of customers who have
consumed excessive alcohol; the problems associated with the spiking of drinks; and
how to deal with incidents of disorder within the premises. This training shall be
HSGYQIRXIH ERH VITIEXIH EX , QSRXLP] MRXIVZEPW'_

Signed:

Date: 15th August 2020
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^?XEJJ XVEMRMRK WLEPP MRGPYHI XLI 1LEPPIRKI *) <SPMG] ERH MXW STIVEXMSR' 6R TEVXMGYPEV%
staff shall be trained to take such action as is necessary to prevent the sale of
alcohol to persons over the age of 18 where those customers are engaged in the
distribution of alcohol to persons under the age of 18. The training must be given to
a new member of staff before they commence employment and all staff shall receive
refresher training every 6 monthW'_
Gabriel returned from the office shortly after presenting number of documents to us.
Upon closer inspection I realised that the training records provided related only to
Health & Safety in workplace. None of the documents were remotely related to
Licensing Act 2003. When questioned about this Gabriel now advised that those are
stored on the computer.
PC Christine McIntosh and I followed Gabriel back into the back office. After few
minutes of searching Gabriel showed us some blank training documents related to
Licensing Act 2003. None of them were completed or signed by any member of staff.
I explained to Gabriel that this does not demonstrate at all that the staff were trained
and they are at least familiar with the Licensing Objectives. Gabriel responded that
everyone was trained and advised now that the documents are stored in the Head
Office.
PC Christine McIntosh asked Gabriel if he knew what the 4 licensing objectives
were. He could not name any of them.
After losing faith in the competency of the management PC McIntosh and I
proceeded downstairs into the venue and spoke to Michelle (female who greeted us
upon arrival) and asked her the same question. She could not name any of the
licensing objectives neither which demonstrated to us that she was not trained.
When we returned Adam Karim was on the phone with Ahmed Fathalla (DPS) and
passed the phone to PC McIntosh who introduced herself instantly. She switched the
phone on loud speaker and asked Ahmed Fathalla if he knew any of the licensing
objectives. She then provided him with the first one (Prevention of Crime and
Disorder) as a clue so he knows what is she asking for. He also could not name any
of the others.

Signed:

Date: 15th August 2020
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Licensing and Out of Hours Officer

PC McIntosh then advised Mr. Karim that based on the licence breaches we
witnessed and the uncertainty if the DPS is still involved with Mahiki, she have no
alternative but to serve Section 19 Closure Notice.
She explained to Mr. Karim that Section 19 Notice does not mean that they have to
close the premises but have to stop serving alcohol.
Mr Karim advised that they only have 3 or 4 tables occupied and that he will close
the venue. He then advised one of the staff not to let anyone else into the venue and
wait until the remaining customers finish their drinks. We left the premises at
approximately 23:00.

Signed:

Date: 15th August 2020
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Exhibit BS02

Mahiki  continued use of external promoters after Warning letters and
meeting at the Town Hall Extension

Exhibit BS02

Exhibit BS02

Exhibit BS02

Exhibit BS02

Exhibit JP 01
Mahiki, 14 Central Street, Manchester
1. Section 33 Environmental Protection Act 1990 (EPA) 1990 Fly tipping offence 20
April 2019

Exhibit JP 01
Mahiki, 14 Central Street, Manchester
2. Section 33 Environmental Protection Act 1990 (EPA) 1990 Fly ^tipping offence,
escape commercial waste by using another premises waste container. 28 May 2019

Mahiki, 14 Central Street, Manchester
3. Served with a Section 87 E.P.A. Fixed Penalty Notice for Littering. 9 June

2019.

Exhibit JP 01
Mahiki, 14 Central Street, Manchester
4. Section 47 Environmental Protection Act 1990 (EPA) 1990. 27July 2019

Mahiki, 14 Central Street, Manchester
5.

Breach of Section 47 EPA Notice, Fixed Penalty Notice Served.

6. 2nd Breach of Section 47 E.P.A. Notice. Fixed Penalty Notice Served. 18 November
2019.

Exhibit BS03

Manchester City Council
Statement of Witness
Statement of:

John Power

Age of Witness:

Over 18

Occupation:

Neighbourhood Compliance Officer

This statement consists of 1 pages each signed by me, is true to the best of
my knowledge and belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in
evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully stated in it anything
which I know to be false or do not believe to be true.

I am employed by Manchester City Council as a Neighbourhood Compliance Officer,
covering the City Centre area of the city. Parts of my duties include the enforcement
of the provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 (EPA) in relation to waste
and I am an authorised officer for the purposes of enforcing that legislation.
I am providing this statement in relation to a premises Mahilki of Central Street who
store their waste on County Street in Manchester City Centre. Over the past two
years I have dealt with the premises management in regards to the issues we have
had with the mismanagement of their commercial waste.
The Commercial Compliance officers, have both spent a lot of time intervening and
advising the premises on their responsibilities around their duty of care and
management of their commercial waste. This has resulted in environmental
enforcement action against the premises licence holders/ business owner of Mahiki.
I exhibit photographic evidence and list of offences committed under the EPA since
the current Premises Licence Holder took over the management of the premises.
Exhibit into evidence JP01.

Signed:

Date:
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19 August 2020
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Manchester City Council
Statement of Witness
Statement of:

Margaret Lewis

Age of Witness:

Over 18

Occupation:

Licensing and Out of Hours Officer

This statement consists of 1 page signed by me, is true to the best of my
knowledge and belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I
shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully stated in it anything which I
know to be false or do not believe to be true.

I am employed by Manchester City Council as a Compliance Officer for Licensing
and Out of Hours Team. Parts of my duties include the enforcement of the
provisions of Licensing Act 2003
In the early hours of Sunday 20 October 2019, whilst carrying out our duties with
colleague Ben Spencer, we were passing Mahiki at 1 Central Street Manchester M2
5WR, on arrival we observed a vulnerable male on the floor to the left of the front
door, being attended to by what appeared to other customers. He was in the
recovery position but appeared to be fitting and then went into a spasm.
Although there were staff in the outside area, the staff from the venue did not
Interact with the vulnerable male on the floor. After officers made their presence
known, 2 of the SIA door staff in the area then proceeded to call for an ambulance.
While waiting for the emergency services to arrive the SIA staff spoke openly about it
being as a result of ^Ket_ and how it had never affected him like this before.
A first responder paramedic arrived on scene in a car and assessed the vulnerable
male on the floor, while they were trying to carry out the assessment, another male
arrived in a car, where one of the SIA informed him about the drug taking and he
was not happy, and was trying to engage with the unconscious male on the floor, He
asked$ ^Chat have you given him /_
The male in the car was not happy and stated the vulnerable male on the floor was
breathing FSI WFNI$ ^ let`s just put him in the car "_. The male known to officers as the
head door man was heard saying$ ^7e is usually alright he has never reacted to it
QNPJ XMNW GJKTVJ "_
Shortly after an ambulance arrived and he was assessed on board and taken to
hospital.

Date: 14th August 2020

Signed:
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Manchester City Council
Statement of Witness
Statement of:

Gareth Hall

Age of Witness:

Over 18

Occupation:

Licensing and Out of Hours Officer

This statement consists of 3 pages each signed by me, is true to the best of
my knowledge and belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in
evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully stated in it anything
which I know to be false or do not believe to be true.

I am employed by Manchester City Council as as a Licensing Officer covering
licensing compliance in the Commercial area of Manchester City Centre. Parts of my
duties include the enforcement of Health Protection (Coronavirus, Restrictions)
(England) (No.3) Regulations 2020 in relation to controlling the spread of Covid-19 in
Greater Manchester and the enforcement of the Licensing Act 2003.
On Saturday 11 July 2020 at approximately 2200Hrs I Visited the premises known as
Mahiki along with Jonathan Mathers & Alan Isherwood Greater Manchester Police
(GMP) approx 20 customers on premises, table service only, primarily
bookings however accepting walk ins from their sister sites. A male who identified
himself as the designated premises supervisor Gabriel RODRIGUEZ informed me
that Details were being taken for track and trace inputted on a form and cross
referencing with sister premises for walk ins. Gabriel RODRIGUEZ stated they are
planning to open until 0200Hrs with a view to close at 0100 Hrs if quiet or premises
unable to ensure social distancing by customers. Gabriel RODRIGUEZ provided
copies of covid risk assessment (exhibit GH/MH1 refers), operational plan (exhibit
GH/MH2 refers), staff training (exhibit GH/MH3 refers), and test and trace form
(exhibit GH/MH4 refers).
Sunday 12 July 2020 0230 Hrs Arrived outside premises excessive loud amplified
music was clearly audible from premises Mahiki. Gabriel RODRIGUEZ was at front
gate allowing customers to leave. I asked Gabriel RODRIGUEZ why the music was
at such a high volume and reminded him of my earlier visit where he stated they
would be closing at 0200 Hrs and earlier if customers were not adhering to premises
and covid guidance they would close earlier. Gabriel RODRIGUEZ could offer no
explanation shut the gates and said he had to attend to the premises and clear
customers.

Signed: __

____________________
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0235 Hrs GMP officers arrived and entered the premises. I walked onto
the dance floor and I could see customers vertical drinking and dancing, I also saw

Gabriel RODRIGUEZ speaking to the DJ the music was off and I heard Gabriel
RODRIGUEZ say to the DJ 'Keep it off or there will be issues' The premises
Df]Ua 6TQ\ @6G>B Q__UQaUT Q]T aU_UQcUT[h c^[T cXU 9? c^ jcda] cXU \dbYS
RQSZ ^]k( > cXU] fU]c Y]c^ a quieter area to speak with Gabriel RODRIGUEZ, as I
was having to raise my voice to be heard over the music. We moved to a quieter
bar area near the stairwell to the entrance. I advised Gabriel RODRIGUEZ that
current covid regulations meant that there was to be no vertical drinking, customers
should remain seated and not be dancing on the dancefloor. Gabriel RODRIGUEZ
again offered no explanation and stated 'I know'. I advised Gabriel Rodriguez that I
required a copy of the CCTV from the time of my earlier visit at
22:46 Hrs until 0230 Hrs. The GMP officers then entered the bar area where we
were followed by a male of large build who was shouting,. A short time later Adam
KARIM entered the room and demanded my name which I gave to Adam KARIM I
also pointed out the male shouting advising that this should not be allowed to
happen due to the increased risk of spreading the virus. Adam KARIM replied 'he is
in the same bubble as the other customers with him' I advised that I was not of the
same bubble and neither were the GMP officers in the same room Adam KARIM
%cXUh QaU ^V cXU bQ\U RdRR[U% > aU_UQcUT \h UQa[YUa bcQcU\U]c j> Q\ ]^c Q]T ]UYcXUa
are the GMP officers, the male shouting is increasing the risk to us and you should
not allow it, That is what the covid guidance and your risk assessment is in place for
to minimise the risk of the virus spreading, that is why music should be no louder
than background levels' We were then Joined by my colleague Jonathan Mathers at
which point Adam KARIM said to Gabriel RODRIGUEZ 'any request they make you
tell me everything comes through me'. I then advised Adam KARIM that I was
requesting a copy of the CCTV from tonight. Adam KARIM Asked why and I advised
that I believed there had been breaches of covid legislation on the premises since
my visit on Friday 10 July 2020 at 2200 Hrs.
At 0245 Hrs Fellow LOH Officer Jonathan Mathers, the GMP officers and I left the
premises, the volume of the music had been lowered however it was still above

Signed: __

____________________
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background level and customers were still not seated when we left. I took the collar
number of PC 18039 as the Officer had bodycam footage of the visit.

Signed: __

____________________
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Manchester City Council
Statement of Witness
Statement of:

Jonathon Mathers

Age of Witness:

Over 18

Occupation:

Licensing and Out of Hours Officer

This statement consists of 3 pages each signed by me, is true to the best of
my knowledge and belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in
evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully stated in it anything
which I know to be false or do not believe to be true.

I am employed by Manchester City Council as a Compliance Officer for Licensing
and Out of Hours Team. Parts of my duties include the enforcement of the
provisions of Licensing Act 2003
On Saturday 11th July 2020, I conducted a licensed premises visit to Mahiki with my
colleague Gareth Hall (GH) of the Licensing Out of Hours Team(LOOHT) and Alan
Isherwood from Greater Manchester Police (GMP). Mahiki is a premises that
primarily operates and promotes itself as a Nightclub, however due to COVID19
restrictions, the opening of nightclubs was prohibited on this date. The premises
submitted a request that stated they were planning on opening, but as a bar only.
We visited the premises at approximately 2200hrs and on arrival were met by a male
who identified himself as the designated premises supervisor (DPS), Gabriel
Rodriguez. When we arrived, there were approx. 20 customers on the premises all
seated at tables. Mr Rodriguez informed my colleague GH that the premises were
working as a table service only, and details were being taken for track and trace. Mr
Rodriguez then explained that they were planning to open until 0200hrs with a view
to close at 0100hrs, if quiet or if premises were unable to ensure social distancing by
customers.
Mr Rodriguez then went into the management office on site together with GH, whilst I
surveyed the premises. I then left the premises at 2210hrs with Alan Isherwood and
waited for GH to finish his discussion with Mr Rodriguez. We then left the area.
At 0225hrs, I received a phone call from LOOHT lead, Ben Moran, who advised me
whilst he was walking past Mahiki, he could hear excessively loud music emanating
from the premises with the windows vibrating. Ben requested GH and I to conduct a
premises visit.
GH and I returned to Mahiki and arrived outside the premises at approx. 0230hrs.
We could clearly hear loud amplified music emanating from inside the premises. The

Signed: ______________________ Date:
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DPS Mr Rodriguez was at the front gate of the premises allowing customers to
leave. GH asked Mr Rodriguez why the music was at such a high volume and
reminded him of our earlier visit where he stated that they would be closing at
0200hrs and earlier if customers were not adhering to the regulations.
Mr Rodriguez could offer no explanation to this request and simply shut the gates
stating he had to attend to the premises and clear the customers. Mr Rodriguez then
went down into the premises, he did not seem too concerned by the questions being
asked and did not seem interested in us being there.
At around 0235, following a request from Ben Moran and five GMP officers arrived
on scene outside the premises. I briefed the officers on the reason for our visit before
entering the premises together via the gate Mr Rodriguez had closed earlier. There
were no SIA present on the gate as we made our way down the stairs into the
premises. As I walked towards and onto the dance floor the sound level of the music
was very high, I could see customers in the middle of the dance floor congregating
within close proximity to each other and social distancing guidelines were not being
followed.
Due to the dance floor entrance being crowded with patron stood up and
mismanaged I walked around a crowd of people to the front of the DJ booth with the
aim of speaking with the DJ requesting that he turn the music off as it was at an
unacceptable level and in breach COVID19 restrictions. Before I could reach the DJ,
The Music stopped as the DJ became aware of the GMP and our presence. As I
faced the DJ, Mr Rodriguez walked up to the DJ and told the DJ, 'Keep it off or there
will be issues'
A male then appeared who later identified himself to me as Mr Adam Karim the
owner. Mr Karim appeared frustrated and annoyed at the presence of the GMP and
ourselves and repeatedly told the DJ to turn the music back on even after he was
told otherwise by Mr Rodriguez and I. The DJ was confused and shrugged his
shoulders perplexed. Mr Karim appeared hostile and aggressive in his tone when
pointing at the DJ and repeatedly demanding for the music to be turned back on.
Mr Karim then spoke with me next to the DJ area, after Mr Karim had a brief
conversation with the Police which I did not hear. The music level had now been
reduced to a level which would be classed as background noise. Mr Karim and I

Signed: ______

____ Date:
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engaged in a short conversation, I told Mr Karim that the music level was
unacceptable and I asked why when we visited the premises earlier, it
was being managed well, but on our return the music could be heard from street
level vibrating the windows, customers were on the dance floor and the music was at
an unacceptable volume. Mr Karim appeared nonchalant and was argumentative
during my questioning. He reiterated the music was not being switched off and that
the music is now set at a XQbQX `TM`g_ UZ XUZQ cU`T `TQ S[bQ^ZYQZ` SaUPMZOQ) ; MS^QQP
with Mr Karim that the volume level at present was now in accordance with the
guidance but again questioned him as to when we arrived, why was the music at a
higher volume.
Mr Karim could not give a satisfactory answer or explanation for this. He agreed that
the music was at an unacceptable volume when we arrived but stated it was now not
therefore he was not turning it off. I then asked Mr Karim why people
were on the dance floor when it should be table seated service only. Mr Karim
acknowledged that people had been on the dancefloor when we arrived and said he
c[aXP _[^` U` MZP YMWQ _a^Q U` P[Q_Zg` TM\\QZ MSMUZ) ?^ =M^UY `TQZ M_WQP UR ; cM_
from Licensing for which I stated was. He then asked for my name, phone number
and email all of which I provided.
Due to non-compliance and no satisfactory explanation for why Mr Karim was
breaching COVID restrictions I advised Mr Karim that we would be leaving, and that
we would be in further contact and that the music level should not change again.
As I exited the dancefloor I joined my colleague Gareth Hall who was talking with Mr
Rodriguez. I pointed out to Mr Rodriguez that their attitude this evening in relation to
the COVID19 restrictions was appalling. Mr Rodriguez simply agreed and just replied
$ ; WZ[c Na` ;gY Z[` 3PMY$ - Mr Karim then noticed we were speaking with Mr
Rodriguez and quickly joined us. He then proclaimed and directed his comment
towards Mr Rodriguez and ourselves which was 'any request they make you tell me,
everything comes through me'
At this point I walked away from Gareth, Mr Karim and Mr Rodriguez to make a
phone call to my team lead to provide an update. Following the call I made Mr Karim
aware that we were now leaving and we would be in touch if necessary. GMP, GH
and I, then left the premises, the volume of the music was reduced but still
questionable. Customers were still not seated when we left.

Signed: ______________________ Date:
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Ben Spencer <ben.spencer@manchester.gov.uk>

14 Jul
2020,
12:16

to Anthony, Adam
Hi Gabriel,
I understand officers attended at 02:30 on Sunday morning and raised concerns with
how the premises was operating.
I believe they requested your CCTV footage from 22:46 to 02:30. Please let me
know when I can collect the above at the earliest opportunity.
Kind regards
Ben

Ben Spencer
Licensing & Out of Hours Compliance Officer
Licensing & Out of Hours Compliance - City Centre
The Neighbourhoods Service
Growth and Neighbourhoods Directorate
Tel: 0161 234 1220
Email: ben.spencer@manchester.gov.uk
Location Address: Level 1, Town Hall Extension, M60 2LA
Postal Address: Manchester City Council, PO Box 532, Town Hall, Manchester, M60 2LA
Web: http://www.manchester.gov.uk

Adam Karim

14 Jul
2020,
12:42

to Anthony, me
Hi Ben,
Yes they did and we will get that for you.
Can you advise how we are to make complaints as we were very unhappy at attitude
and concerned of the threats made and language used towards our management.
Regards
Adam
iPhone. iTypos. iApologise

Exhibit BS09

Sent from my iPhone

Ben Spencer <ben.spencer@manchester.gov.uk>

14 Jul
2020,
14:35

to Adam, Anthony
Hi Adam,
Thank you for coming back to me.
I will be working everyday this week so please let me know the best time to collect
the CCTV.
I am sorry to hear you are unhappy with the conduct of the officers attending,
please see the link below in order to make an official complaint:
https://manchester.infreemation.info/forms/complaints
Kind regards
Ben

Ben Spencer
Licensing & Out of Hours Compliance Officer
Licensing & Out of Hours Compliance - City Centre
The Neighbourhoods Service
Growth and Neighbourhoods Directorate
Tel: 0161 234 1220
Email: ben.spencer@manchester.gov.uk
Location Address: Level 1, Town Hall Extension, M60 2LA
Postal Address: Manchester City Council, PO Box 532, Town Hall, Manchester, M60 2LA
Web: http://www.manchester.gov.uk

Anthony Mahiki
to me, Adam
Hi Ben,

15 Jul
2020,
03:44

Exhibit BS09

Apologies for the tardy response, I have been out of manchester due to a family
bereavement
I can have the cctv ready for you by late Thursday, say by 6pm, please advise if it
will be picked up from the premises or if you would like me to drop it off.
Regards
Gabriel Roderiques
General Manager
T: 07521938746
E:
W: mahikimanchester.com
Mahiki, 1 Central Street, M2 5WR
@mahikimcr_

Ben Spencer <ben.spencer@manchester.gov.uk>

16 Jul
2020,
14:50

to Anthony, Adam
Hi Gabriel,
I am sorry to hear that, all the best.
Would it be possible to meet you at the premises tomorrow evening around 6pm to
collect the CCTV footage and we can discuss the opening last Saturday?
Kind regards
Ben

Adam Karim <
to Anthony, me
Hi Ben,
I am unable to meet later this evening.
Can we change to tomorrow early evening?
Regards

>

17 Jul
2020,
15:42
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Adam
iPhone. iTypos. iApologise

Sent from my iPhone

Ben Spencer <ben.spencer@manchester.gov.uk>

17
Jul 2020,
20:33

to Robert, Adam, Anthony
Hi Adam,
I can meet tomorrow, would 6pm be ok?
Following the visits carried out on Saturday 11th July and the issues council and
GMP officers encountered, we are issuing the attached prohibition notice. I wanted
to deliver this to you today rather than tomorrow to give you more notice, but will
bring the paperwork with me when we meet.
Kind regards
Ben
Ben Spencer
Licensing & Out of Hours Compliance Officer
Licensing & Out of Hours Compliance - City Centre
The Neighbourhoods Service
Growth and Neighbourhoods Directorate
Tel: 0161 234 1220
Email: ben.spencer@manchester.gov.uk
Location Address: Level 1, Town Hall Extension, M60 2LA
Postal Address: Manchester City Council, PO Box 532, Town Hall, Manchester, M60 2LA
Web: http://www.manchester.gov.uk

Attachments area

Adam Karim <
to me, Anthony, Robert
Hi Ben,

>

17 Jul
2020,
22:08
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We are not a club. We operate a bar and have a bar licence. We also have the
necessary safeguarding in place as shown in our manuals on site.
We will be opening tomorrow unless we are provided by you of further compelling
and safety/security concerns and/or reasons provided why we should not.

Regards
Adam
iPhone. iTypos. iApologise

Sent from my iPhone
<Mahiki COVID 19 Prohibition Notice.pdf>

Adam Karim <

>

18
Jul 2020,
19:36

to me, Anthony, Robert
Hi Ben,
Following our meeting at Don Giovanni this evening, we discussed your concerns and how to
move forward.
Your concern is that the venue is operating as a night club. However, this is and will
definitely not be the case. But I shall be making the following changes/adaptations to ensure
that the guidelines are strictly followed:
No vertical drinking
No dance floor
No bar service
No DJ
No charge on the door
Table service only
Stop serving at 2am. 30 minutes for dispersement
Music volume background only, at a level where customers do not need to raise their voice to
speak
Of the above listed, only the vertical drinking and music volume was of concern of your
colleague who attended the venue with GMP at approximately 2:40am last Saturday.
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As a venue, we are minded to be respectful of the Licencing team and GMP of Manchester.
We take your concerns on board and work to immediately resolve the issues. We want to
ensure you that we will be operating as a nightclub and not as a bar.
I invite you come to the venue at any time this evening to check that the above is being
carried out. We open at 8pm. You have my mobile number and email should you need me for
anything further.
Kind Regards
Adam Karim
Don Giovanni Restaurant, Est. 1984
A Multi Award Winning Italian Restaurant
T: +44161 228 2482
E:
W: www.dongiovanni.uk.com
The information contained in this document is strictly confidential and may be legally privileged. If you have received it in error, please
fax, e-mail or telephone us and then destroy this fax/e-mail. You are not entitled to read its contents and any disclosure, distribution or
copying of all or any part of the contents is prohibited Please hand to the addressee indicated above. If any part of this transmission is
incomplete, please telephone us immediately on the number above.

From: Ben Spencer <ben.spencer@manchester.gov.uk>
Date: Friday, 17 July 2020 20:33
To: Adam Karim <
>
Cc: Anthony Mahiki <
>, Robert Mason
<r.mason@manchester.gov.uk>
Subject: Re: Mahiki - Saturday 11/07/2020 - CCTV
Hi Adam,
Attachments area

Ben Spencer <ben.spencer@manchester.gov.uk>

18 Jul
2020,
20:15

to Adam, Anthony, Robert
Hi Adam,
Thank you for emailing over the above, points noted.
Following the meeting at Don Giovanni we visited Mahiki to collect the CCTV
requested on Tuesday. The General Manager, Gabriel, has advised that the
password has changed and was unable to provide the CCTV. I will probably not be
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in tonight as I am on an early shift, but officers may visit throughout the night. Please
can you make sure the CCTV is ready to collect when licensing/GMP officers visit.
Kind regards
Ben

Ben Spencer
Licensing & Out of Hours Compliance Officer
Licensing & Out of Hours Compliance - City Centre
The Neighbourhoods Service
Growth and Neighbourhoods Directorate
Tel: 0161 234 1220
Email: ben.spencer@manchester.gov.uk
Location Address: Level 1, Town Hall Extension, M60 2LA
Postal Address: Manchester City Council, PO Box 532, Town Hall, Manchester, M60 2LA
Web: http://www.manchester.gov.uk

Adam Karim <

>

18 Jul
2020,
20:28

to me, Anthony, Robert
Hi Ben,
No problem.
Regarding the CCTV, as Gabe has shown you the CCTV is recording, but the
password has for some reason changed. I have raised it with the company and will
update you once I hear from them. I assume this will be Monday though.
Regards
Adam
iPhone. iTypos. iApologise

Sent from my iPhone

Exhibit BS10

Manchester City Council
Statement of Witness
Statement of:

Niall Johnson

Age of Witness:

Over 18

Occupation:

Licensing and Out of Hours Officer

This statement consists of 3 pages each signed by me, is true to the best of
my knowledge and belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in
evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully stated in it anything
which I know to be false or do not believe to be true.

I am employed by Manchester City Council as a Licensing Officer. Parts of my duties
include the enforcement of Health Protection (Coronavirus, Restrictions) (England)
(No.3) Regulations 2020 in relation to controlling the spread of Covid-19 in Greater
Manchester and the Licensing Act 2003.
I was made aware earlier in the evening on 1st August 2020 that the premises may
be operating as a nightclub, following previous visits made by GMP and Manchester
City Council.
I visited the premises alongside two uniformed GMP Officers, my colleague Steve
Harrison and manager Rob Mason at approximately 01:45hrs on Sunday morning
2nd August 2020. Prior to entering the premises we walked past the entrance on
Southmill Street and it was closed, however raised voices and loud amplified music
could be clearly heard at street level, strongly suggesting the premises was still
operating.
On entering the premises and walking into the rear main room I noted that there
were approx. 10 tables with customers seated and customers walking around, stood
^Y& _O[]SMKU N[SWTSWQ KWN c]KLUO RXYYSWQd( FRO L^UT XP ]RO NS\M^\\SXW LO]`OOW ]RO
venue management and LOOH was undertaken by Rob Mason but at 01:50hrs I
walked through to the fire exit for that area of the club and observed that it was
bolted top and bottom and secured with a steel bar (See Exhibit NJ01). This was a
very serious concern as the premises was still fully operating and the fire exit had
been secured. I asked the security personnel that was following me to immediately
unlock and open the fire exit as it was currently an imminent risk to life.

Signed:

Date:

17th August 2020
Page 1 of 3
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Manchester City Council
Statement of Witness
Statement of:

Niall Johnson

Age of Witness:

Over 18

Occupation:

Licensing and Out of Hours Officer

During the time in the venue no attempts were made to manage the customers that
were vertical drinking and moving between tables, despite Rob Mason raising the
concern as soon as we entered.
A DJ was also observed mixing tracks in the booth that we were talking in front of,
although this was at a level that required myself to raise my voice significantly whilst
speaking to the manager about the locked fire exit.
We left the venue at approx. 01:55hrs as the manager advised us that they were
closing at 2am.
It is my professional opinion that the premises was operating as a night club, and
YX]OW]SKUUb K\ K cUXMT-SWd N^O ]X ]RO OW][KWMO XW EX^]RVSUl Street being locked. The
venue music was far too high, resulting in customers having to raise their voices,
adding to the already loud atmosphere; the live DJ should not have been in the
premises and there was no control of the venue throughout the visit regarding
persons being seated.

Signed:

Date:

17th August 2020
Page 2 of 3
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Manchester City Council
Statement of Witness
Statement of:

Niall Johnson

Age of Witness:

Over 18

Occupation:

Licensing and Out of Hours Officer

Exhibit: NJ01

Photo taken @ 01:50hrs ^ 2nd August 2020. Side fire exit from basement floor
of Mahiki to Southmill Street. Locked, bolted top and bottom and secured with
a steel bar.

Signed:

Date:

17th August 2020
Page 3 of 3
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Manchester City Council
Statement of Witness
Statement of:

Robert Mason

Age of Witness:

Over 18

Occupation:

Licensing and Out of Hours Team Lead

This statement consists of 6 pages each signed by me, is true to the best of
my knowledge and belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in
evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully stated in it anything
which I know to be false or do not believe to be true.

I am employed by Manchester City Council as the Team Lead covering licensing
compliance in the Commercial area of Manchester City Centre. Parts of my duties
include the enforcement of Health Protection (Coronavirus, Restrictions) (England)
(No.3) Regulations 2020 in relation to controlling the spread of Covid-19 in Greater
Manchester and the enforcement of the Licensing Act 2003.
On the 18 July 2020 I attended Don Giovanni's restaurant with Ben Spencer and
Adele Officer. The purpose of this visit was to issue a Prohibition notice on Mr Karim
who is the owner of Mahiki nightclub on Central Street in Manchester City Centre.
The notice was served after LOOH officers had attended Mahiki and deemed the
premises to be operating as a nightclub despite this being illegal under current Covid
legislation. During this meeting Mr Karim denied Mahiki was operating as a nightclub
and we attempted to explain why we believed it was and why we were serving the
notice. Mr Karim was unhappy with the notice saying he hasn't been given the
chance to put things right first. We explained that we have had numerous meetings
prior to the premises re-opening and that he was fully aware before opening about
what he could and couldn't do. A discussion also took place around Mr Karim
refusing to comply with requests from LOOH officers and GMP to turn the music
down on the night in question. Mr Karim denied this accusation despite this refusal
being captured on police body cam. Mr Karim stated he has always worked with the
Council which at the time I found quite a surprising statement to hear as my
experience of Mahiki management was the polar opposite of this. It is clear from both
licensing officers statements and waste compliance officers statements that Mr
Karim's comment about 'always working with the Council' doesn't really marry up
with our team's experience.
th

On 31 July 2020, Manchester was placed on additional Covid 19 lockdown
measures due to an increase in infection rates with Manchester Council declaring a
'major incident'. On 1 August 2020 I was on shift visiting licensed premises to
ensure that these new restrictions were being adhered to at the city centre's licensed
premises. At 01:05 (now the early hours of 2 August) I approached Mahiki with my
st

st

nd

Signed:

Date:
Page 1 of 6

19th August 2020
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Manchester City Council
Statement of Witness
Statement of:

Robert Mason

Age of Witness:

Over 18

Occupation:

Licensing and Out of Hours Team Lead

colleagues Adele Officer and Bob Cain and could hear deep bass and music from
street level on Southmill Street. At 01:06 we entered the premises and it was
immediately clear that not only was this premises disregarding the additional
lockdown measures that had been implemented, they were also operating as they
would have done before any Covid 19 restrictions were in place. There was not only
a clear disregard for any lockdown measures, it was also a very clear breach of the
Prohibition notice that had been served on them two weeks earlier preventing them
from operating as a nightclub.
The first thing I noticed upon entering Mahiki was the loud music that was equivalent
to the level one would expect to hear in a nightclub. I then noticed a lot of people
stood mingling around tables completely ignoring social distancing. As I walked
around the venue I came across the DJ booth and could see the DJ mixing music
(as opposed to playing music) which would be classified under Covid legislation as
'live entertainment' and therefore not allowed. Next to the DJ booth I could see the
dance floor and no attempt had been made to block this off or restrict access.
Furthermore I observed a number of people on the dance floor dancing to the music.
One female couple were in an embrace whilst dancing which is not something I
expected to see so blatantly in a licensed premises during additional lockdown.
Again, having an available dance floor and allowing people to dance is against Covid
legislation. The way this premises was operating was by far the worst example of a
disregard for the rules I have seen since Covid restrictions came into force. I can say
this with confidence as I have visited the majority of the city centre premises over the
last few weeks.
I asked to speak with the manager, Gabriel Rodrigues who came from behind the
bar. After initially beginning our conversation inside the premises, Mr Rodrigues said
we will have to go outside to hear each other, referring to the noise from inside the
premises. This gives some idea how loud the music and shouting actually was and
also for me shows an admission by the management that the premises was too loud.
Myself and Mr Rodrigues then went outside to continue our conversation. Mr
Rodrigues objected to my suggestion that the music was too loud making reference
to Impossible bar and Peaky Blinders on Peter Street having the same volume of
music. I explained that I had actually just come from Impossible and at the time of
my visit Impossible was operating within guidelines, everyone was seated and that
the music was nowhere near as loud as it was in Mahiki. Mr Rodrigues said we will
have to agree to disagree on my assessment of Impossible. I explained to Mr
Rodrigues that I was shocked and extremely disappointed that despite all the work
we had done with the venue and all the reasurances we had been given by both him

Signed:

Date:
Page 2 of 6
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Manchester City Council
Statement of Witness
Statement of:

Robert Mason

Age of Witness:

Over 18

Occupation:

Licensing and Out of Hours Team Lead

and Mr Karim, the venue management had just completely ignored this and wilfully
gone against both the Council's advice and the Government's instruction. They have
also completely disregarded their own Covid risk assessment plan. I then told Mr
Rodrigues that we had tonight witnessed a breach of the Prohibition notice and that
we would be in touch during the week to discuss next steps. I then said that he
needs to go inside and sort everything out as currently everyone inside, both staff
and customers are being put at serious risk from transmission. Mr Rodrigues agreed
to do this. Before leaving I asked Mr Rodrigues to start getting the CCTV prepared
from the evening as the licensing officer Ben Spencer would be collecting it in the
week.
Having then left the venue and updating the GMP Sergeant on shift that night of our
findings he advised that we should visit the premises again with uniformed Police
officers to see if the premises had in fact listened to our earlier advice and brought
the premises under control.
At 01:45 myself and two officers from the LOOH team, Niall Johnson and Steve
Harrison arrived at the entrance of the premises with two GMP officers. Upon
arriving I observed that the front door and main entrance to the club on Southmill
Street was now closed. I took a photograph of this which I exhibit as RM1. This
initially led us to believe that following our previous visit the manager had decided to
close the premises. However, we then walked down the side of the club along
Central Street and noticed that the smoking area was still open with people outside
smoking. I could also hear raised voices and music coming through the windows of
the club which are situated at and below ground level along Central Street. I
approached the roped off area within the smoking area and showed my identification
to the doorman. I was advised by the member of security that I could not enter that
way and that I would need to go round to the entrance on Southmill Street. I then
explained to the doorman that I would do that ordinarily but the entrance was closed
and therefore I explained that we would be proceeding to enter the club this way.
The doorman seemed confused that the main entrance was locked but removed the
barrier and allowed us to enter via what is usually the exit from the venue.
When entering the club I was once again taken aback that the venue was still
operating in exactly the same way as before and as though our previous visit hadn't
even taken place. The majority of customers were stood up and mingling around
tables and the music was still far too loud under current restrictions. The premises
were once again found to be operating as a nightclub even despite our visit only 30
minutes earlier. I walked over to the DJ booth and a female member of staff ran over

Signed:

Date:
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Robert Mason

Age of Witness:

Over 18

Occupation:

Licensing and Out of Hours Team Lead

to the booth and without seeing me she said to the DJ 'Quick, the Council, turn it
down'. I commented to the female that she was too late in this request as we had
already witnessed the music volume at which point she walked off towards the bar.
This was a clear sign to me that the premises were fully aware that they were
breaking the law but had chosen to continue with this style of operation believing we
wouldn't return. Moments later Mr Rodrigues came from behind the bar and seemed
to be pleased with himself. He commented that the music had been lowered since
our last visit and there was now no one dancing. I explained that the music was still
far too loud when we entered the club and that a member of his own staff had as
good as confirmed this by asking the DJ to turn the music down for our benefit when
we arrived. I then pointed out a number of people who were standing up and
mingling around tables and asked Mr Rodrigues why this was being allowed to
happen. Mr Rodrigues's response was that he had been behind the bar so had been
unable to enforce this as he was busy. I pointed out that he has a number of security
staff and bar staff walking around the premises and that they should have been
briefed to do this.
In reference to the music levels Mr Rodrigues again name dropped other premises
whom he perceived were also breaching Covid legislation by playing loud music this
time referring to Cirque nightclub and Peaky Blinders. He continued along this line
explaining that the DJ he had on had actually gone straight to Mahiki from Peaky
Blinders and was playing music at exactly the same level he had been playing at
Peaky Blinders. I told Mr Rodrigues that we are talking about his premises right now
and that a perceived breach at another premises does not mean he can ignore the
law and blame others for his actions. I reiterated that we had spoken to Mahiki more
than any other venue in the city centre about what is and what isn't acceptable and
have tried to work with them tirelessly since their opening night. I told Mr Rodrigues
that I have visited all the other venues he had made reference to and that Mahiki
was by far the loudest and worst venue I had come across for breaching Covid
restrictions. At this point Mr Rodrigues shrugged his shoulders and said that he
disagreed with this.
Throughout the conversation I had to keep removing my mask to be heard. I pointed
out to Mr Rodrigues that not only did this put me at risk but it also showed the
volume was still at a level within the premises that was way over the background
level it was supposed to be.
I then asked Mr Rodrigues if everyone sat together at the tables were from the same
household, pointing out one particular bench that had people sitting very tightly to

Signed:

Date:
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Robert Mason

Age of Witness:

Over 18

Occupation:

Licensing and Out of Hours Team Lead

accommodate them all. Mr Rodrigues then said that he definitely knows for a fact
that everyone is from the same household and began pointing out each table. He
referred to one table as 'the models' another table as 'their Spanish' and to a group
of males in the corner as 'Cheetham Hill'. I believe this was a reference to Cheetham
Hill gang members by both the way they were dressed and by the way Mr Rodrigues
lowered his voice to insinuate that he was either embarrassed to say this in front of
the two police officers or because he didn't want the people he was referring to as
'Cheetham Hill' to hear. Another reason my mind instantly assumed them to be gang
members was because I had heard from other people and other premises in the
industry about the clientele that Mahiki allowed in. Before lockdown the management
at another club in the City centre even commented to me 'Please don't ever close
Mahiki, since that place opened it's so much easier to manage our own doors as all
the shit goes there instead'. Admittedly this is only hearsay but I feel it important to
mention this both because of Mr Rodrigues comments and also to explain my own
thinking when reaching my conclusion as to who these individuals inside Mahiki
were.
The conversation then turned to the main door to the club being locked. My
colleague Niall queried this with Mr Rodrigues who explained to Niall that they
always do this when they have stopped letting customers in. A discussion took place
between them about fire safety and how by locking this door with a steel bar was
putting his customers at risk in the event of a fire. I put it to Mr Rodrigues that I had
never noticed them do this before and that I believed he had done this to give the
impression to us and GMP that the premises was closed essentially operating as a
lock in to stay off the radar. Mr Rodrigues denied it was a lock in adding 'well
someone might say it is, someone else might say it isn't'. I interjected to say that as a
Licensing Officer, in my professional opinion I would say that it was a lock in. At this
point Mr Rodrigues shrugged his shoulders. Mr Rodrigues then advised that they
were shutting anyway now and I said that we would be in touch and left the premises
at 01:55hrs.
The following week I was made aware by Ben Spencer, whom I manage, that he had
received an email from Mr Karim stating that I had continually sworn at Mr Rodrigues
throughout my visit on 2nd August. This was not the first time Mr Karim had made
such accusations against Council staff. Following a visit on 11 July Mr Karim had
emailed Ben Spencer to ask how to make a complaint against Council staff because
he was 'concerned of threats made and language used towards our management' by
two other members of Council staff. Having on the first occasion referred Mr Karim to
the Council's official complaints procedure, which at the time of writing have not
th

Signed:

Date:
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Over 18
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Licensing and Out of Hours Team Lead

received either complaint, I took the complaint made about myself and other officers
to be a malicious effort to intentionally discredit Council officers. By knowing that
during my visit I certainly did not 'continually swear' at Mr Rodrigues, I would even go
so far as to say that such accusations are a blatant attempt to make the Council
back down. I know the previous two officers from the first complaint and I know that
they would definitely not have threatened anyone and I can also say now, under
oath, that the accusations that I 'continually swore at Mr Rodrigues' during my visit
are completely untrue and completely fabricated. I have never received such an
accusation before in all my years working for the Council and to hear such a false
statement, despite knowing it is nothing more than a poor attempt to discredit me, it
is both upsetting and highly frustrating to be on the receiving end of such an
accusation.
It is my opinion that the relationship with this venue has now completely broken
down and it is clear the premises management are unwilling and unable to comply
with both Licensing requirements and Covid restrictions and I recommend that the
Licence for this premises is revoked. I can see no other outcome suitable given that
the DPS who is also the owner of this venue is central to all the problems at this
premises.

Signed:

Date:
Page 6 of 6
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Ben Spencer <ben.spencer@manchester.gov.uk>

Wed, 5
Aug,
14:16

to Adam, Anthony
Hi Adam/Gabriel,
I understand officers visited the premises on Saturday 1st/Sunday 2nd August and
have requested the CCTV footage.
I have your USB ready to drop off, please let me know when I can drop it off and
collect the latest footage at the earliest opportunity.
Kind regards
Ben
Ben Spencer
Licensing & Out of Hours Compliance Officer
Licensing & Out of Hours Compliance - City Centre
The Neighbourhoods Service
Growth and Neighbourhoods Directorate
Tel: 0161 234 1220
Email: ben.spencer@manchester.gov.uk
Location Address: Level 1, Town Hall Extension, M60 2LA
Postal Address: Manchester City Council, PO Box 532, Town Hall, Manchester, M60 2LA
Web: http://www.manchester.gov.uk

Adam Karim

Wed, 5
Aug,
14:55

to Anthony, me
Hi Ben,
Yes officers attended the site on the weekend.
I have a statement from Gabriel the GM where he was repeatedly swore at by one
said officer- he was with you when I met you at Don Giovanni. Can you provide his
name and number for our records?
Regarding the Saturday- I have a statement from the person (who would normally be
classed as a DJ) but due to the Secretary of State ruling no live music, his job was to
]SWZVc YLOc `YV_WO VO`OV] KXN OX]_\O ^RO W_]SM aK] XY^ dZK\^ce(
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He was at Peaky Blinders in the hours before he arrived at Mahiki, where he played
at the same volumes and was visited by licensing without any issues whatsoever. I
feel we are being singled out as a venue.
HROX aO ]K^ SX 58& : KN`S]ON ^RO\O aY_VNXe^ LO K 5;& : POV^ ^RK^ aS^R _] SX^\YN_MSXQ
food plus the other measures in my email at the time, alongside opening at 6pm, we
were not sitting in or purporting to be, a club.
I attach our NHS social tracing forms and a form from each table confirming they are
not from multiple households. I feel as a venue we are doing more than most to
protect the public and our staff whilst respecting the guidance issued from the
Secretary of State.
Can I ask of the most recent CCTV received, was there any issues you wish to
discuss or was everything viewed acceptable?
There was an issue at some point on Sunday with the building electrics, possibly due
to the refurbishment works upstairs, which seem to have had a knock on effect on
the CCTV, as at the time of writing this the CCTV is not available for the weekend.
However, it was recording over last weekend and it is working now and this can be
checked by you personally if you wish. Will update you you once I have more details,
I am trying to find out if the recordings are saved on the cloud and if so, providing
cY_ K MYZc aYXe^ LO KX S]]_O(

Regards
Adam
iPhone. iTypos. iApologise

Sent from my iPhone

Ben Spencer <ben.spencer@manchester.gov.uk>

Fri,
7 Aug,
09:42

to Adam, Anthony
Hi Adam,
Rob Mason, LOOH manager, would be who visited the premises on Saturday. We
do not have collar numbers like GMP.
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There are certainly concerns with the footage from the 11/12th, and officers have
reported what they witnessed this weekend would amount to a breach of the
prohibition notice served. I will be at the hearing this morning.
Please let me know if you are able to retrieve this weekends footage.
Kind regards
Ben

